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Abstract 
Despite the growing acknowledgement that entrepreneurship is an important driver of 
regional innovation and growth, the role of the networks in these processes has been less 
formally examined. In order to address this gap, this paper proposes that the relationship 
between entrepreneurship, innovation and regional growth is governed by a series of network 
dynamics. Drawing upon aspects of endogenous growth theory and the knowledge spillover 
theory of entrepreneurship, it is proposed that the nature of the networks formed by 
entrepreneurial firms is a key determinant of regional growth differentials. In particular, 
network capital, in the form of investments in strategic relations to gain access to knowledge, 
is considered to mediate the relationship between entrepreneurship and innovation-based 
regional growth. It is suggested that network dynamics should be further incorporated into 
theories concerning the link between knowledge spillovers, entrepreneurship and regional 
growth. The paper concludes with a series of theoretical, entrepreneurial and policy 
implications emerging from the study. 
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1. Introduction 
Innovation is commonly acknowledged to be a principal means by which regions foster 
economic growth and competitiveness (Capello and Nijkamp 2009; Cooke et al. 2011; Harris 
2011). At the same time, it is increasingly suggested that entrepreneurship is also a key 
source of such growth (Audretsch and Thurik 2001; Audretsch and Keilbach 2004a; 2004b; 
Audretsch et al. 2006). Furthermore, alongside these perspectives there is a growing school of 
thought which suggests that the networks facilitating flows of knowledge within and across 
regions are a key source of innovation and growth (Huggins and Izushi 2007; Huggins and 
Johnston 2009). However, despite these developments, the role of networks within 
entrepreneurial models of regional growth has been less formally examined. Therefore, 
identifying a regional growth theory that integrates network dimensions alongside 
entrepreneurial and innovation related components may aid a more sophisticated 
understanding of the determinants of such growth, as well as the public policies that may be 
best attuned to their promotion. 
Regions are increasingly considered to be important sources of economic 
development and organization in a globalized economy (Scott 1995; Cooke 1997; Amin 
1999; Werker and Athreye 2004; Malecki 2007), and entrepreneurship, and the innovation it 
has the capacity to spawn, is increasingly considered to be a key factor underpinning the 
future growth trajectories of regions (Reynolds et al. 2001, 2002; Fritsch and Mueller 2004). 
The ability of regions to gain from the positive effects of entrepreneurship is likely to more 
than partly depend on their capability to turn knowledge into regional innovation and growth 
through the creation and dissemination of knowledge (Audretsch and Keilbach 2004a; 2004b; 
2008). The innovation systems literature, especially the regional variety, highlights the flow 
of knowledge across organizations as a crucial factor for effective innovation (Freeman 1987; 
1994; Lundvall 1995; Cooke 2004; Andersson and Karlsson 2007; Cooke et al. 2011; Harris 
2011). However, although the regional innovation systems literature notes the importance of 
entrepreneurship as a feature of certain systems, it is not formally incorporated into these 
models (Qian et al. 2013). Indeed, even though the legacy and prevalence of Schumpeterian 
discourse has led to ‘entrepreneurship’ and ‘innovation’ more often than not being uttered in 
the same breath, especially in regional development circles, the connection between the two 
is usually implicitly, rather than explicitly, formulated. 
In order to address this potential fuzziness, the aim of this paper is to argue that the 
relationship between entrepreneurship, innovation and regional economic growth is governed 
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by a series of network dynamics relating to: (1) the nature of the firms established by 
entrepreneurs; (2) the nature of the knowledge accessed by firms; and (3) the spatial nature of 
the networks existing between those accessing and sourcing knowledge. Drawing principally 
upon aspects of endogenous growth theory and the knowledge spillover theory of 
entrepreneurship (Audretsch and Lehmann 2005; Acs et al. 2013), the paper establishes a 
series of network-based theoretical propositions contending that the nature of the knowledge 
networks held by entrepreneurial firms is a key driver of regional rates of innovation and 
subsequently growth. It is proposed that a key determinant of regional innovation and growth 
differentials is the capability and capacity of entrepreneurial firms within regions to establish 
the network capital required to innovate in an increasingly open environment. Entrepreneurial 
firms are defined as those firms with significant entrepreneurial traits such as being 
opportunity seeking, growth-oriented, and alert to new ideas (Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 
1996; Lechner and Dowling 2003). Network capital is defined as consisting of investments in 
strategic and calculative relations with other firms and organizations in order to gain access to 
knowledge to enhance expected economic returns, principally via innovation (Huggins et al. 
2010; Huggins et al. 2012). 
The paper proposes that network capital should be incorporated into theories 
concerning the link between knowledge spillovers, entrepreneurship, innovation and regional 
growth. The notion of network capital has been increasingly discussed and developed in the 
literature in recent years (e.g. Huggins 2010; Huggins and Johnston 2010; Kramera et al. 
2011; Kramera and Revilla Diez 2012; Lawton Smith et al. 2012; Huggins et al. 2012; Fitjar 
and Huber 2014; Sleuwaegen and Boiardi 2014; Huggins and Thompson 2014) and provides 
a useful means for accounting for the nature and value of the interactions and relationships 
required for knowledge to both ‘spillover’ and be captured. As has been suggested by others, 
networks concern investments in ‘interaction capability’, and as intangible capital structures 
should be analyzed as capital objects (Westlund 1999). In this sense, the term network covers 
a wide range of interactions, and, as noted by Contractor and Lorange (2002), may be either 
horizontal or vertical. Alongside customers, suppliers, and members of professional 
networks, other potential actors with which firms may engage in knowledge-related networks 
include rival firms, private and public sector knowledge providers, and universities. 
In order to achieve its aims the paper is structured as follows. Initially, it critiques the 
relevant literature relating to entrepreneurship and innovation, followed by a discussion 
arguing that innovation is generally a network-based phenomenon, requiring network capital 
to be effective. An examination of the connection between networks, knowledge spillovers 
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and regional innovation follows, which highlights the growing relevance and scope for 
further development of the knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship in the context of 
network capital. The next three sections establish the core theoretical propositions 
underpinning the paper, presenting the firm, knowledge and spatial dynamics upon which 
network capital is founded. The penultimate section presents a model drawing together the 
generated propositions in order to indicate the role of networks, and specifically network 
capital, in promoting regional innovation and growth. The final section of the paper identifies 
and presents the theoretical implications of the study, along with the implications for 
entrepreneurs and policymakers. 
 
2. Entrepreneurship and Regional Innovation 
Based on the rise of endogenous models of economic growth, the sources of regional 
economic growth are increasingly considered to be based on the role that the production, 
distribution and use of knowledge play within and across regional economies (Grossman and 
Helpman 1994; Harris 2001; Ibert 2007; Zucker et al. 2007; Vaz and Nijkamp 2009; 
Antonelli et al. 2011). The knowledge-based economy is generally considered to consist of 
the sphere and nexus of activities and resources centred on, and geared toward, innovation 
(Romer 2007). With increasing globalisation, it can be argued that the regional level has 
become more important than nations in promoting and understanding innovation and 
economic growth (Storper 1997; Porter 2000; Camagni 2002; Scott and Storper 2003; 
Krugman 2005). Furthermore, entrepreneurship itself has a pronounced regional dimension, 
with differences in regional start-up rates, as well as differences in the success of start-ups 
and entrepreneurial attitudes, all indicating the role of the regional environment in fostering 
entrepreneurship (Armington and Acs 2002; Audretsch and Keilbach 2004a; Bosma and 
Schutjens 2011; Davidsson and Wiklund 1997; Fritsch and Mueller 2005; Fritsch and 
Wyrwich 2014; Huggins and Williams 2011; Mueller 2006; Mueller et al. 2008). Regions, 
therefore, can become ‘incubators of new ideas’ and provide opportunities for 
entrepreneurship to take place, as well as for discovering valuable new knowledge (Glaeser 
2002; Ikeda 2008; Huggins and Williams 2011). 
Entrepreneurship forms a part of endogenous modes of economic development 
consisting of activities, investment and systems arising and nurtured within a region, as 
opposed to being attracted from elsewhere (Audretsch 1995; Audretsch and Keilbach 2004a; 
Audretsch and Keilbach 2008; Audretsch and Lehmann 2005; Stam 2010; Ghio et al. 2014). 
As part of these modes, the capability of entrepreneurs to influence economic development is 
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related to their capacity to access and exploit knowledge and generate innovation. 
Entrepreneurship is increasingly recognised as a crucial element in fostering economic 
growth (Audretsch et al. 2006; Carree and Thurik 2006; Romer 2007). Romer (2007, p. 128) 
emphasises the role of entrepreneurship by stating that “economic growth occurs whenever 
people take resources and rearrange them in ways that are valuable … [It] springs from better 
recipes, not just more cooking”. In general, the process of entrepreneurship is widely 
considered to stimulate competition and drive innovation (Audretsch and Thurik 2001; Acs 
2002; 2006; Powell 2007; Huggins and Williams 2011). 
As already indicated, alongside the role of entrepreneurship, it is argued that 
economic growth also stems from the complementary role that knowledge and innovation 
play within and across economies (Andersson and Karlsson 2007; Asheim and Gertler 2005; 
Audretsch 2000; Cooke et al. 2004; 2011; Romer 1986; 1990). Knowledge is often 
considered to be a public good that frequently ‘spills over’ to other firms and individuals, 
allowing others to reap where they have not necessarily sown (Acs et al. 2009). Knowledge 
spillovers can be defined as the continuum between pure knowledge spillovers that are 
uncharged, unintended and not mediated by any market mechanism, and rent spillovers 
consisting of externalities that are at least partially paid for (Andersson and Ejermo 2005). In 
general, early incarnations of endogenous growth theory assumed that the spillover process is 
automatic; however, it is now recognised that it is a process driven by economic agents, in 
particular entrepreneurs (Audretsch and Keilbach 2004a; Braunerhjelm et al. 2010). 
Entrepreneurs and their firms convert available knowledge into economic knowledge 
(Braunerhjelm et al. 2010) and by doing so they guide the market, drive the selection 
processes, and create a further diversity and variety of knowledge forms (Schumpeter 1942; 
Kirzner 1973; Sautet and Kirzner 2006; Huggins and Williams 2011). Entrepreneurial firms 
contribute to diversity by commercialising knowledge (Acs and Plummer 2005), with a 
greater level of entrepreneurship producing greater variety and resultant rates of innovation 
and growth (Audretsch and Keilbach 2004a; 2004b). This is reflected in Braunerhjelm et al.’s 
(2010) notion of ‘entrepreneurial efficiency’, which pertains to the capability to exploit 
knowledge and transform it into goods due to the institutions, policies and path dependence 
present. 
The ‘innovation’ or ‘Schumpeterian’ approach to economic growth suggests that 
markets tend toward disequilibrium as entrepreneurs contribute to the market’s process of 
‘creative destruction’ with new innovations replacing old technologies (Schumpeter 1934; 
Sobel et al. 2007). Successful regional economies, therefore, are characterised as those 
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associated with efficient innovation systems resulting from high levels of entrepreneurship, 
while weaker economies are those with failing innovation systems and lower levels of 
entrepreneurship (Huggins et al. 2014). Regional innovation systems failure may occur due to 
the lack of coordinating and governance mechanisms underlying effective regional 
entrepreneurship and innovation-driven economies (Cooke 2004). In more entrepreneurial 
regions, network mechanisms are formed through the evolutionary interdependency emerging 
between entrepreneurs and other economic agents as a result of the recognition and necessity 
for knowledge and innovation-based interactions beyond the market – such mechanisms are 
less apparent in entrepreneurially weak regions (Cooke 2004; Porter 2003; Desrochers and 
Sautet 2004). 
In general, regional development theories which do not incorporate entrepreneurial 
factors may fail to understand and identify key sources of regional innovation (Andersson 
2005), with entrepreneurs in more innovative regional environments likely to be more alert to 
opportunities and to contribute to regional economic growth (Audretsch and Keilbach 2004a; 
Benneworth 2004; Lee et al. 2004). 
 
3. A Network-Based View of Innovation 
Within endogenous models of regional growth, knowledge is considered to spillover to other 
organizations, resulting in the generation of increasing returns, principally via innovation 
(Capello and Nijkamp 2009; Roberts and Setterfield 2010). Such knowledge, however, is not 
considered to be a purely public good, but one that is at least partially excludable - such as 
through the use of intellectual rights - given that organizations often consider there to be 
incentives for investing in its creation. Similarly, models seeking to explain innovation 
outputs, such as patents, are based on a knowledge production function in which 
organizations (i.e. firms) intentionally pursue new economic knowledge as a means of 
generating innovation (Griliches 1979; Audretsch 2000). This pursuit is generally considered 
to consist of the appropriation and exploitation of the knowledge spilling over from other 
organizations (other firms, universities and the like). Despite these theoretical developments, 
endogenous growth theorists throw little light on the mechanisms by which knowledge is 
transmitted across firms and organizations (Storper and Venables 2004), suggesting the need 
for a better understanding of the role of investments in spillover conduits in generating 
innovation and growth (Audretsch and Feldman 1996). 
Emerging theories of the firm such as the knowledge-based view (Grant 1996) and 
extensions of the resource-based view (Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 1996; Lavie 2006) 
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recognize that the need to access knowledge is a key reason why firms build or enter 
networks with other organizations. These inter-organizational networks concern the 
interactions, relationships and ties existing between firms, and may arise through the need to 
access new technology, skills or expertise in order to keep pace with competitors (Ahuja 
2000). 
Inter-organizational networks in this context consist of the interactions and 
relationships organizations (principally firms) utilize to access knowledge beyond their 
market relationships. In other words, these networks consist of the means by which 
knowledge flows across organizations beyond the direct purchasing of it. As others have 
noted, inter-organizational networks of this kind generally come into being due to markets for 
knowledge being rare, since—with the exception of knowledge protected by property rights, 
such as patents and copyrights— they are difficult to create due to inherent asymmetry in the 
existing knowledge base of buyers and sellers (Arrow 1971; Grant 1996; Maskell 2000; 
Audretsch and Keilbach 2008; Malecki 2010). Inter-organizational networks, therefore, are 
increasingly found to act as a conduit facilitating the flow of skills, expertise, technology, 
R&D and the like (Andersson and Karlsson 2007; Weterings and Ponds 2009). 
Inter-organizational networks are an important aspect of the innovation process, with 
network scholars stressing that innovation is a complex process often requiring knowledge 
flow between organizations (Meagher and Rogers 2004, Lichtenthaler 2005; Sammarra and 
Biggiero 2008; Tomlinson 2010; Bergenholtz and Waldstrøm 2011). Increasingly, this 
process is viewed as a systemic undertaking, i.e. organizations no longer innovate in isolation 
but through a complex set of interactions with other organizations (Chesbrough 2003). It is 
through the networks underpinning these systemic processes that organizations access 
knowledge that they cannot, or do not wish to, generate internally. In recent years the term 
‘open innovation’ has been coined to define the networked nature of innovation mechanisms. 
According to Chesbrough (2003, p. xxiv) open innovation is ‘a paradigm that assumes that 
firms can and should use external ideas as well as internal ideas … as the firms look to 
advance their technology’. Although existing evidence has mainly focused on open 
innovation in the context of large corporations, it is likely that it is a phenomenon equally 
applicable to a strata of more entrepreneurial firms (Laursen and Salter 2006; Perkmann and 
Walsh 2007). 
It is possible to distinguish two general forms of inter-organizational network: (1) 
contact networks, through which organizations source knowledge and (2) alliance networks, 
through which organizations collaborate to innovate. Networks in the form of alliances 
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usually concern formalized collaboration and joint ventures, and other relationships resulting 
in frequent and repeated interaction. Organizations gain advantages from networks by 
accessing the knowledge of the organizations in their network. This means that the advantage 
organizations are potentially able to gain is dependent upon the knowledge profile of their 
network (Stuart 2000; Ireland et al. 2002; Grant and Baden-Fuller 2004). 
It has been proposed that the investment in calculative relations through which 
organizations gain access to knowledge to enhance expected economic returns is itself a form 
of capital, which can be termed network capital (Huggins 2010; Huggins and Johnston 2010; 
Kramera and Revilla Diez 2012; Kramera et al. 2011; Lawton Smith et al. 2012; Huggins et 
al. 2012; Huggins and Thompson 2014; Fitjar and Huber 2014; Sleuwaegen and Boiardi 
2014). Some scholars have pointed to networks endowed with social capital - in the form of 
interpersonal relationships - as a key lubricator of knowledge spillovers (Iyer et al. 2005; 
Tura and Harmaakorpi 2005; Hauser et al. 2007; Lorenzen 2007; Walter et al. 2007; 
Tappeiner et al. 2008; Cantner et al. 2010; Vorley et al. 2012). However, although social 
capital may explain a degree of knowledge flow within a particular region, it does not 
necessarily account for the large proportion of the flow of economically beneficial knowledge 
(Bathelt et al. 2004; Weterings and Ponds 2009; Huber 2012). In this sense, network capital is 
a specific form of relational asset, and it is important not to conflate it with social capital, 
which largely refers to social governance mechanisms based on trust (Lorenzen 2007), while 
network capital consists of relationships and interactions between actors that are contingent 
upon the flow of knowledge between them. 
When organizations deliberately invest in networks, these networks are necessarily 
different from social networks as they concern the development of relationships which 
Williamson (1993) refers to as ‘calculative’, since they consist of actions motivated by 
expected economic benefits (Hite and Hesterly 2001; Belussi and Sedita 2012). The notion of 
network capital is a response to the increased recognition that inter-organizational networks 
can be considered a strategic resource for firms (Mowery et al. 1996; Dyer and Singh 1998; 
Madhavan et al. 1998; Lorenzoni and Lipparini 1999; Kogut 2000; Gulati 2007). Research 
stemming from the field of strategic management has proposed an extension of the resource-
based view of the firm to account for external network capabilities (Gulati 1999; 2007; Gulati 
and Gargiulo 1999; Gulati et al. 2000; Lavie 2006). 
The network capital concept is rooted in the recognition that the leveraging of inter-
organizational networks is an asset that can be shaped by firms, and is generated by their 
investments in calculative relations. This is significantly different from the type of social 
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capital stemming from the social norms and customs present in a particular region (Capello 
and Faggian 2005; Tura and Harmaakorpi 2005). Network capital, consisting of relational 
assets in the form of strategic and calculative inter-organizational networks designed 
specifically to facilitate knowledge flow and innovation, better explains the means through 
which economically beneficial knowledge is accessed. Network capital is generated by the 
flow of knowledge stocks, and its accumulation is represented by the stock of these flows. In 
contrast to social networks, calculative networks often provide greater resource availability 
(Hite and Hesterly 2001), and network capital is likely to be highly significant to 
entrepreneurial firms as they seek to access and source knowledge. 
 
4. Networks, Knowledge Spillovers and Regional Innovation 
Knowledge accessing from external organizations is considered to have become increasingly 
important to entrepreneurial firms, which often cannot generate internally all the knowledge 
necessary for innovation (Freel 2000a; 2003; Hite and Hesterly 2001; Yli-Renko et al. 2001; 
Almeida et al. 2003; Huggins and Johnston 2009; 2010; Doran et al. 2012). Within an 
entrepreneurial firm environment, the role of inter-organizational networks and knowledge 
sources are recognized as potentially important assets for creating and sustaining innovation 
and competitiveness (Lechner and Dowling 2003). Also, there is growing evidence that 
network development is related to the growth of firms, particularly networks involving the 
flow of knowledge (Knoben and Oerlemans 2006). 
Although the role of knowledge access and entrepreneurship are commonly 
considered to facilitate regional innovation, there have been few attempts to formalize this 
relationship. The major exception to this is the knowledge spillover theory of 
entrepreneurship (Audretsch and Lehmann 2005). The underlying premise of the knowledge 
spillover theory of entrepreneurship is that uncommercialized knowledge created in one 
organization serves as the source of knowledge generating entrepreneurial opportunities that 
ultimately contribute to innovation and economic growth (Audretsch and Lehmann 2005; Acs 
et al. 2013). This results in regional growth drawing upon the use of existing knowledge by 
both research and entrepreneurial labour to generate new knowledge and products at a rate 
determined by the institutions, policies and path dependent factors present (Braunerhjelm et 
al. 2010). As illustrated by Figure 1, a key feature of this theory is the existence of knowledge 
filter, which is the gap between new knowledge and that which Arrow (1962) refers to as 
economic or commercializable knowledge, which requires intentional and often complex 
efforts to access and assimilate (Audretsch and Lehmann 2005; Acs et al. 2013). A further 
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premise of the theory is that knowledge access requires spatial proximity, with the 
localization of knowledge suggesting that entrepreneurship will tend to be spatially located 
within close geographic proximity to the source producing such knowledge (Audretsch et al. 
2006; Acs et al. 2013). 
 
Figure 1 About Here 
 
In general, the knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship is important for its role in 
developing an understanding of how entrepreneurial connections to knowledge sources 
promote regional innovation and growth. However, it does not explore the nature and 
dynamics of the connections, and, as Hayter (2013) suggests, there is a need to integrate the 
role of networks into this theory. Furthermore, the extent to which the knowledge accessed by 
entrepreneurs and their firms continues to be principally of a localized nature can be 
contested. This said, there can be little doubt that, as hypothesized by knowledge spillover 
theory of entrepreneurship, innovative regions are generally populated by a higher number of 
knowledge-based firms and research intensive universities, providing greater opportunities 
for collaboration, networking, and knowledge sourcing (Keeble 1997). In contrast, low 
innovation regions tend to be organizationally and institutionally ‘thin’, with a lack of 
innovation-driven public or private sector entities, coupled with a high dependence on small 
and medium enterprises exhibiting low growth trajectories (Huggins and Johnston 2009). 
Accordingly, the least competitive and most peripheral regions are usually less well endowed 
with high quality knowledge providers (Hitchens et al. 1996; Huggins and Izushi 2007; 
Mahroum et al. 2008). 
The differing spatial dynamics of knowledge sourcing activity suggests that network 
capital can be of either a local or global nature, with there being potentially some 
interdependency between the two. In particular, successful connectivity in global spaces is 
often considered to be the outcome of an initial system of localized interaction, whereby it is 
the knowledge crossing hallways and streets that initially catalyses intellectual exchange and 
knowledge transfer across oceans and continents (Glaeser et al. 1992). Linder and Strulik 
(2014) develop a model of economic development based on entrepreneurial network 
formation in which they indicate the importance of local connections for monitoring and 
enforcement purposes. As interconnectivity increases between agents, average path length 
falls as long-distance connections are made, reducing the relative clustering of connections. 
Unless the monitoring properties of these clustered network connections are replaced by 
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formal institutions, Linder and Strulik (2014) show how economic development may stall. 
Clearly, similar patterns could be present in the knowledge networks of entrepreneurs. 
In general, unless local networks keep abreast of knowledge emerging outside of their 
respective region, they run the risk of becoming rigid and outdated (Camagni 1991; Izushi 
1997; Bathelt et al. 2004; Ter Wal and Boschma 2011). Even in those locations possessing a 
knowledge-rich environment there is evidence of a greater role being played by non-localized 
networks (Saxenian 2005). The key aspect of these developments is that the knowledge base 
of the world’s most advanced local and regional economies is no longer necessarily local, but 
positioned within global knowledge networks (Wolfe and Gertler 2004; Huggins and Izushi 
2007; Lorentzen 2008). There is also a growing school of thought that non-proximate actors 
are often equally, if not better, able to transfer strategically relevant and valuable knowledge 
across such spatial boundaries providing a high performing network structure is in place 
(McEvily and Zaheer 1999; Dunning 2000; Lissoni 2001; Davenport 2005; Palazzo 2005; 
Zaheer and Bell 2005; Teixeira et al. 2006; Torré 2008). Whereas firms with low levels of 
absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal 1990) tend to network locally, those with higher 
absorptive capacity are often more connected to global networks (Drejer and Vinding 2007; 
Van Geenhuizen 2008). 
Knowledge will tend to spill over beyond regional borders as a consequence of the 
existence of different forms of inter-regional contacts, with flows of inter-regional knowledge 
acting as important agents of innovation (Rodríguez-Pose and Crescenzi 2008). Furthermore, 
accessibility to extra-regional innovation tends to be positively associated with regional 
growth performance, with the ‘amount of knowledge’ available in a region reinforcing the 
effect of local innovative activities (Rodríguez-Pose and Crescenzi 2008). Similarly, it has 
been found that inflows of knowledge have a positive impact on the growth of a region, with 
this effect having a larger magnitude if neighboring regions also exhibit high growth rates 
(Badinger and Tondl 2002). Indeed, emerging research suggests that differences in regional 
growth rates can be explained by differences in knowledge accessibility within and across 
regions (Andersson and Karlsson 2007). 
Based on the above, it seems clear that whilst the inter-organizational networks 
entrepreneurs and their firms establish provide them with access to the knowledge they 
require to innovate and grow, they may also ultimately contribute to the rates of innovation 
and growth in the region in which they are located. In other words, the nature of the network 
capital formed by entrepreneurial firms may be pivotal in determining the permeability of the 
knowledge filter proposed by the knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship, with 
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regional rates of innovation consisting of the interaction between underlying rates of 
entrepreneurship and network capital. 
 
Proposition 1: Regions with higher rates of entrepreneurship and network capital 
accumulation by entrepreneurial firms will experience higher rates of innovation. 
 
Clearly, to theorise this proposed relationship further it is necessary to unpack and delineate 
the principal characteristics and components underlying the formation of network capital in 
entrepreneurial settings. In order to achieve this, the following three sections of paper focus 
on the dynamics of network capital in terms of the nature of entrepreneurial firms, the forms 
of knowledge they source, and the spatiality of the networks through which they access this 
knowledge. 
 
5. Firm Dynamics 
As a means of placing the evolution of networks in a context aligned with the evolution of the 
firm, it is important to consider the particular stages of development firms pass through. 
Industry life cycle theory contends that firms will generally fit within one of three broad 
phases – fluid, transitional, and mature – relating to the developmental stage of the industry 
within which they operate (Utterback and Abernathy 1975; Klepper 1997; Ter Wal and 
Boschma 2011; Balland et al. 2013). Others have pointed to a more specific life cycle of the 
firm (Agarwal and Gort 2002), with entrepreneurial researchers suggesting a number of 
typologies to capture differing developmental stages that can be summarized as consisting of 
four broad phases: (1) emergence; (2) growth; (3) maturity; and (4) death (Larson 1992; Hite 
and Hesterly 2001; Greve and Salaff 2003; Lechner and Dowling 2003; Jack et al. 2008; 
Presutti et al. 2013). Existing evidence suggests that during the emergence phase 
entrepreneurs build networks where ties combine calculative and social aspects (Johannisson 
et al. 2002; Schutjens and Stam 2003; Anderson et al. 2007; Anderson et al. 2010). This is to 
be expected, since for new firms the network requirements of both the firm and the firm’s 
operator (i.e. the entrepreneur) are likely to coincide, encompassing both his/her social and 
economic needs and objectives (Jack 2005; Macpherson and Holt 2007; Jack et al. 2008; 
2010). In growing and more mature firms, network capital is likely to become more evident 
through the formation of strategic alliances based on formalized collaboration and joint 
ventures, and other ‘contracted’ relationships involving equity and R&D agreements 
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(Goerzen 2005; Goerzen and Beamish 2005; Grant 1996; Grant and Baden-Fuller 2004; 
Ireland et al. 2002; Stuart 2000). 
Studies have found that firms with more dynamic configurations of both contact and 
alliance networks have a significantly superior innovation performance than those firms with 
more stable configurations (Huggins and Johnston 2010; Huggins et al. 2012). This indicates 
that more innovative firms are more likely to develop new contacts and alliances as a means 
of accessing and utilising the most appropriate and state-of-the-art knowledge. Therefore, 
although network stability is usually considered to be a positive feature of knowledge 
networks (Podolny and Page 1998), it appears that more innovative firms are avoiding the 
type of network inertia (DiMaggio and Powell 1983, Kim et al. 2006) and lock-in (Arthur 
1989, Adler and Kwon 2002, Labianca and Brass 2006) that may stifle innovation. In general, 
network-oriented firms tend to enjoy superior innovation performance (Huggins et al. 2012), 
which adds weight to evidence on the link between the inter-organizational network activities 
of firms and their innovation capabilities (Powell et al. 1996, Stuart 2000, Pittaway et al. 
2004, Obstfeld 2005). Dynamism, therefore, appears to be an important source of network 
capital and subsequent firm level innovation. 
 
Proposition 2: Entrepreneurial firms with a greater capacity to accumulate network 
capital will achieve higher rates innovation. 
 
Investments in network capital are likely to form a high proportion of the overall investments 
of entrepreneurial firms as they search, screen, and select knowledge sources and potential 
network partners (Drejer and Vinding 2007). In other words, the emergent phase of 
entrepreneurialism is a period of both high rates of network capital generation and subsequent 
new knowledge accumulation (March 1991; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995; Quatraro 2010). 
Through the process of combing new and existing knowledge, firms not only raise their 
absorptive capacity rates but engage in the first rounds of innovation that lead to the growth 
phase (Cohen and Levinthal 1990; Zahra and George 2002). 
The high frequency of knowledge sourcing and network capital development during 
the emergence phase, adds a degree of weight to the argument that these entrepreneurial firms 
are able to improve the permeability of the knowledge filter and to capture economically 
beneficial knowledge spilling over from other organizations (Arrow 1962; Audretsch and 
Lehmann 2005). However, an important addition to the knowledge filter argument is that 
entrepreneurs need to be proactively engaging in accessing this knowledge from their sources 
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through investments in networks, rather than such knowledge being readily available to them 
(Teece 1998; Huggins 2010). 
 
Proposition 3: Entrepreneurial firms with a greater capacity to accumulate network 
capital will improve the permeability of the knowledge filter. 
 
6. Knowledge Dynamics 
Knowledge can be generally defined as information that changes something or somebody, 
either by becoming grounds for action or by making an organization capable of different or 
more effective action (Drucker 1989). More generally, knowledge is broadly used as a 
scientific notion for the most important and dynamic driver of the modern economy (Nonaka 
and Takeuchi 1995). Of course, it can take many different forms, with one of the most 
familiar typologies suggesting that knowledge is either explicit/codified or tacit. In general, 
explicit knowledge refers to information that can be easily communicated among individuals, 
whereas tacit knowledge - such as skills, competence, and talents - is more difficult to 
directly communicate to someone else in a verbal or other symbolic form (Huggins and 
Izushi 2007; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995). More codified forms of knowledge are usually 
considered to be relatively less space sensitive than tacit knowledge (Bathelt et al. 2004). 
Reductions in transport costs and improvements in communications are considered to have 
increased access to codified knowledge, rendering it less important as a source of competitive 
advantage. Tacit knowledge, on the other hand, is considered not to travel well, making it a 
key factor underlying ‘the geography of innovation’ (Asheim and Gertler 2005). 
It is clearly important to understand how different forms of accessed knowledge 
contribute to the performance of entrepreneurial firms (Boschma et al. 2009), with the nature 
of the knowledge flowing and accessed through inter-organizational networks being an 
important determinant of the value organizations accrue from their network capital. Antonelli 
(2008) suggests that the first major shift in the economics of knowledge occurs when the 
notion of knowledge as a public good is challenged, and knowledge becomes regarded more 
as a quasi-private good with higher levels of natural appropriability and exclusivity. The 
creation of knowledge that is superior to other forms is now usually considered to emerge 
from collective processes characterized not only by partial appropriability and shared 
property rights, but also by the role of the intentional effort, participation and contribution of 
interactive agents to access and assimilate (Antonelli 2008). Indeed, knowledge, especially 
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‘combinatorial’ knowledge, underlies the complexity of economic systems (Jensen et al. 
2007; Martin and Sunley 2007; Mattes 2012). 
Given this, it can be proposed the value of network capital to entrepreneurial firms 
will be determined not only by the superiority or excludability of the knowledge they are able 
to access through their inter-organizational networks, but also its miscibility, i.e. the 
capability for this knowledge to mixed/combined with different types of knowledge from 
different sources. The notion of combining knowledge through miscible flows is similar to 
Romer’s (1996) idea of creating new recipes from existing knowledge, as well as harking 
back to Schumpeter’s (1934) view of innovation as resulting from the carrying out of new 
combinations. In general, innovation is the outcome of a combinatorial search activity carried 
out across a technological space in which combinable elements reside (Quatraro 2010). In 
this sense, miscibility is based upon the rates of knowledge coherence and variety, with value 
being created when there is a ‘collision’ of knowledge (Frenken et al. 2007; Boschma et al. 
2009; Quatraro 2010). 
Entrepreneurial firms will receive a greater proportion of the value created the 
‘nearer’- in a cognitive sense (Boschma 2005) - they are to the collision. The successful 
recombining of existing knowledge in novel ways through networks (Nelson and Winter 
1982) involving knowledge ‘collisions’ and ‘transpositions’ (Powell and Grodal 2005) is an 
example of the effective miscibility of knowledge. Similarly, combining different fields of 
knowledge creation, such as technology fusion (Kodama 1992), represents effective 
knowledge miscibility (Cantwell 2005). Network capital investments, however, may become 
ineffective if there is knowledge equivalence between organizations due to similarities in 
knowledge profiles, which results in network redundancy (Cowan et al. 2004). These inertial 
network forces highlight the issue of over-embeddedness, whereby the actors an organization 
is best connected to may not be best placed to provide solutions to current problems 
(Krackhardt 1994; Monge and Contractor 2003; Maurer and Ebers 2006). 
 
Proposition 4: Entrepreneurial firms with a greater capacity to access superior, 
excludable and miscible forms of knowledge will achieve higher rates of innovation. 
 
The excludability of knowledge may be compromised if it is allowed to ‘leak’ outside a 
particular network. Brown and Duguid (2001) distinguish between ‘sticky’ and leaky’ 
knowledge, with sticky knowledge consisting of forms that are difficult to move, whilst leaky 
knowledge refers to the undesirable flow of knowledge to external sources. Without effective 
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network management, knowledge may leak more freely out of a network than productively 
within it (Teece 1998; Fleming et al. 2007). Effective network management, through strategic 
and intentional investment in relationships, i.e. network capital building, is a mechanism for 
ensuring that value is captured rather than lost through inter-organizational networks 
(Lichtenthaler 2005; Teece 1998). 
Similarly, the superiority of knowledge may be compromised as organizations within 
a network become increasingly familiar with each other’s knowledge, and negative network 
effects may emerge, locking organizations into low value and unproductive networks, stifling 
the creation of new knowledge and innovation (Arthur 1989; Adler and Kwon 2002; 
Labianca and Brass 2006; Molina-Morales and Martínez-Fernández 2009). In order to 
continue to play a role in the innovation process, networks are often required to evolve to 
include new members and configurations to meet changing needs, expanding the network 
capital of engaged organizations (Hite and Hesterly 2001; Lechner and Dowling 2003). 
However, it should be noted that if investment (Linder and Strulik 2014) and labour (Frijters 
and Foster 2013) are withdrawn from other activities to achieve this, the development of 
network capital may result in a trade-off with current activities. 
 
Proposition 5: Entrepreneurial firms with a greater capacity to manage inbound and 
outbound flows of knowledge will be more effective in accessing superior, excludable 
and miscible forms of knowledge. 
 
7. Spatial Dynamics 
A key dimension of the knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship is geographic 
distance, with the general argument being that knowledge spills over more easily within 
regions than at a distance beyond them (Jaffe et al. 1993). This suggests that local firms may 
often be embedded in regional knowledge channels (Breschi and Malerba 2001; Breschi and 
Lissoni 2009; Krätke 2010), with ready access to local public or private research institutes 
and universities being facilitated through local knowledge flow routes (Mueller 2006). 
However, while firms may benefit from local knowledge spillovers as an undirected and 
spontaneous ‘buzz’ (Storper and Venables 2004), they may also need to consciously build 
non-local ‘pipelines’ to tap into knowledge from outside their region (Bathelt et al. 2004). 
The constraining effect of distance on knowledge flow and transfer is considered by 
some to be gradually diminishing, and there is increasing evidence of the heightened role 
being played by international knowledge sourcing networks in many places across the globe 
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(Athreye 2004; Doloreux 2004; Garnsey and Heffernan 2005; Saxenian 2005; Fitjar and 
Rodríguez-Pose 2011). Many firms do not acquire their knowledge from within 
geographically proximate areas, particularly those based upon innovation-driven growth 
where knowledge is often sourced internationally (Davenport 2005). If applicable knowledge 
is available locally, firms and other organizations will attempt to source it; if not they will 
look elsewhere (Drejer and Vinding 2007). 
Knowledge spillovers are generally found to be greater in the presence of knowledge 
investments, and vice versa, with those regions possessing high knowledge investments 
experiencing a higher level of knowledge spillover - with interregional spillovers contributing 
significantly to regional knowledge production (Bathelt et al. 2004). A growing base of 
evidence suggests that knowledge is increasingly flowing across regional clusters, resulting in 
heightened global knowledge connectivity. This has led some to question the view that tacit 
knowledge transfer is confined to local milieus, arguing that firms source tacit knowledge 
from selected providers located outside the local milieu by investing in the building of new 
channels of communication (Wolfe and Gertler 2004; Fontes 2005; Gertler and Levitte 2005; 
Fitjar and Rodriguez-Pose 2011). It can be suggested, therefore, that although knowledge 
spillovers may take place across regions, it is usually through more selective routes 
(Audretsch and Feldman 1996; Bode 2004; Audretsch and Lehmann 2005). For instance, the 
concept of ‘temporary clusters’, whereby strategic network building occurs through 
conferences, trade fairs, exhibitions and the like, highlights the importance of network capital 
and access to knowledge through global pipelines (Maskell et al. 2006; Bathelt and Schuldt 
2008; 2010; Power and Jansson 2008; Torré 2008; Rinallo and Golfetto 2011; Schuldt and 
Bathelt 2011). 
 
Proposition 6: Entrepreneurial firms with a greater capacity to access high quality 
knowledge through selected routes and channels regardless of the geographic 
location of knowledge sources will achieve higher rates of innovation. 
 
These intra- and inter-regional network patterns indicate that the geographic location of 
entrepreneurial firms will influence the innovation output regions accrue from these 
networks. For example, if all the knowledge flowing through a network consists of firms and 
organizations based in the same region, it is likely that all the benefits will accrue to this 
region. If some firms and organizations are based in another region, it is likely that some of 
the benefits of this knowledge flow will also accrue to this other region. Therefore, it may 
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well be the case that the knowledge flowing from organizations in this other region is more 
economically valuable (in terms of its superiority, excludability or miscibility) than that 
available in the focus region, with the advantages in terms of the nature of the knowledge 
outweighing any disadvantages in terms of location (Boschma and Ter Wal 2007; Weterings 
and Ponds 2009; Huggins et al. 2010; Belussi and Sedita 2012). 
This indicates that the types of inter-organizational networks which entrepreneurial 
firms engage in, and the nature of the knowledge flowing through these networks, will impact 
on levels of regional innovation. Therefore, regional innovation cannot be modeled in 
isolation, but must be considered in relation to the networks existing across regions, as 
illustrated by Figure 2. At a regional level, localized flows of knowledge may result in a 
higher proportion of the output distributed across networks being captured and retained 
within a particular region, i.e. by local organizations. However, potential limitations in the 
appropriateness of knowledge accessible through localized pools mean that access to 
appropriate knowledge may be inversely related to the geographical proximity of appropriate 
knowledge sources. 
 
Proposition 7: Regional innovation rates are partly a function of the spatial 
configuration of the knowledge networks established by entrepreneurial firms. 
 
Figure 2 About Here 
 
8. Endogenous Regional Growth, Entrepreneurship and Network Capital: A Model 
This section establishes a model connecting the propositions generated above to theorise on 
the means by which entrepreneurship and network capital facilitate innovation-driven 
endogenous regional growth. Furthermore, it goes some way to developing a more 
mathematical treatment of these relationships. Based on the established propositions, a 
theoretical step forward would be to acknowledge the mediating role of network capital 
within the knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship, incorporating the network 
dynamics influencing the knowledge filter. 
Figure 3 presents a model indicating the propositions laid out previously in relation to 
the different aspects of the linkages between knowledge supply, the knowledge filter, 
entrepreneurship, network capital and regional innovation and growth. The key role played 
by network capital is its mediation of the relationship between entrepreneurship and regional 
innovation. Within the knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship uncommercialised 
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knowledge is converted into economic knowledge by entrepreneurs (Acs et al. 2013). This 
can be represented by a direct link from knowledge to entrepreneurship and a direct link to 
regional innovation and growth (as previously illustrated by Figure 1). The importance of 
network capital means that Proposition 1 is reflected by the role of both network capital and 
entrepreneurship in generating regional innovation and growth (Huggins 2010).  
 
Figure 3 About Here 
 
As Proposition 2 suggests, the continuing accumulation of network capital will enable 
entrepreneurial firms to access and use new knowledge to generate innovations (Kim et al. 
2006; Huggins et al. 2012), with investments in network capital stemming from 
entrepreneurship. The link between network capital and the knowledge filter is vital with 
regard to ensuring that knowledge flows are effectively managed, as outlined by Proposition 
5 (Fleming et al. 2007; Lichtenthaler 2005; Teece 1998), as well as ensuring the permeability 
of the knowledge filter and sufficient safeguards against the undesirable appropriation of a 
firm’s own knowledge by another actor. This increases the prospect that more high quality 
knowledge will be accessed (Proposition 3), which will also be economically beneficial 
knowledge based on its superior, excludable and miscible nature, as outlined by Proposition 4 
(Huggins 2010).   
Although knowledge may be easier to transmit over shorter distances (Drejer and 
Vinding 2007), Proposition 6 highlights the role and importance of network capital in 
acquiring information over greater distances (Bathelt et al. 2004; Maskell et al. 2006). 
Knowledge acquired from less spatially proximate locations is likely to have the advantage of 
in terms of its nature, especially its superiority and excludability. This benefit, recognised in 
Proposition 7 is represented by the link from spatial location to the regional innovation and 
growth achieved (Boschma and Ter Wal 2007). 
In general, endogenous models of regional growth have followed in the footsteps of 
Romer (1986; 1990) and Lucas (1988), with a focus on the role of endowments of knowledge 
and human capital in explaining innovation and growth differentials (Andersson and Karlsson 
2007; Storper 2010; Storper and Scott 2009; Capello and Nijkamp 2009; Harris 2011). As 
indicated earlier, more recently, there has been significant attention given to adding the role 
of entrepreneurs into these equations, particularly through the inclusion of the concept of 
entrepreneurship capital (Audretsch and Keilbach 2004a; 2004b; 2008). However, there has 
been little attention given to the role of networks, or the connection between network capital 
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and entrepreneurship capital. Therefore, the model presented here is an attempt to fill this 
gap, but in order to further consider these relationships it is useful to establish a more 
mathematical model of these connections, building on existing relevant models. Although the 
following does not set out to create a full mathematical model of endogenous growth (partly 
due to space restrictions), it does seek to consider how networks can be incorporated into 
existing growth models that already account for entrepreneurial factors. In particular, it builds 
upon Braunerhjelm et al.’s (2010) attempt to incorporate the role of entrepreneurs into a 
model of endogenous growth, indicating that growth rates becomes a function of the labour 
allocated to research (LR) and entrepreneurship (LE): 
(1) 
γσσ EERR LLA
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Where A is the current stock of knowledge and the variables σR and σE are the efficiency of 
the economy with regard to research and entrepreneurship respectively, stemming from 
regional policies, institutions and path dependence. This represents how well incumbents and 
new entrants (entrepreneurs) transform knowledge into innovation. It is assumed that there 
are diminishing returns to scale from entrepreneurship (0 < γ < 1). The choice of whether or 
not to become an entrepreneur is a function of their entrepreneurial ability ( ie ), the current 
state of knowledge (A) and the efficiency of the economy in relation to entrepreneurial 
activities (σE). 
Whilst Braunerhjelm et al.’s (2010) model represents an excellent and valid 
entrepreneurial twist to endogenous growth modelling it does not capture the influence of 
networks. Furthermore, whilst others have sought to integrate networks into a growth model, 
they do not explicitly incorporate entrepreneurship (Huggins and Thompson 2014). As a 
means of integrating both networks and entrepreneurship, Ha and Howitt’ s (2007) general 
model of output can be used as starting base, which is given by: 
(2) ( )( )
αα −−−= 1ER LLLAhKY  
This means that output is a function of capital (K), labour (L), current knowledge (A) and 
human capital (h). As with Braunerhjelm et al. (2010), equation (2) assumes that labour 
allocated to research and entrepreneurship is not available for final production. This 
assumption might be relaxed to some degree for entrepreneurship labour where small 
business owners are likely to be heavily involved in day-to-day activities as well as activities 
associated with knowledge creation. The relative importance of capital inputs is reflected by 
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the α term. The growth in knowledge is driven by the current state of knowledge (A) and the 
R&D inputs available (X), as well as Braunerhjelm et al.’s (2010) entrepreneurial inputs (U).  
(3) 
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The importance of R&D and entrepreneurial inputs are represented by κ and θ respectively. 
Returns to scale from existing knowledge through each knowledge formation mechanism are 
given by φ and γ. β is the coefficient representing product proliferation. As before, σR and σE 
represent the efficiency or productivity of incumbent firms and entrepreneurs in generating 
new knowledge. 
Huggins and Thompson (2014) suggest that R&D inputs in region (X) are a 
combination of the labour employed in research (LR) and the network capital of incumbent 
firms (W). In other words, network capital plays a similar role to entrepreneurial inputs 
alongside the entrepreneurial labour (LE). 
(4) 
( )ψψ −= 1WLX R  
(5)  
( )ρρ −= 1WLU E  
Where ψ and ρ are the relative importance of R&D and entrepreneurial labour as inputs into 
the relevant knowledge production mechanisms. In this case, the value of the total network 
capital available in a region will be a combination of that stemming from both within the 
region (WL) and less spatially proximate sources (WNL). Each of these will be a function of 
the connections made by firms in the region (C) and the value of these connections (V), as 
shown below for the case of regional network capital. Following prior studies, it is assumed 
that connectivity is a function of the proportion (Q) of capital (Linder and Strulik 2014) and 
labour (Frijters and Foster 2013) committed to forming and maintaining these connections: 
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It is expected that individual firms may suffer from diminishing returns to scale in relation to 
their connections (η < 1). This reflects informational redundancy and the management of 
knowledge flows becoming an issue (McFadyen and Cannella 2004). However, for the region 
as a whole there may be increasing returns to scale from better connectivity (υ > 1). In terms 
of the connections formed, a lag is added into the relationship to represent the time required 
to reap any benefits from the resources that contribute to forming new connections. The first 
element relating to the number of connections represents the capital and labour committed to 
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creating new connections, with T and D representing the importance of each to the production 
of new connections.  The second term reflects the existing network connections retained from 
the previous period. It is assumed that a proportion of these connections remain after a period 
(0 < π < 1) if they are maintained. If no resources are committed (Q = 0), all connections will 
be lost. 
The network capital of the region, however, will depend on the average value of the 
information received, which, as described above, reflects the superiority (VLs) , excludability 
(VLe) or miscibility (VLm) of the knowledge accessed. 
(7) 
τξδ
LmLeLsL VVVhV =  
Where δ, ξ and τ represent the relative importance of the average level of superiority, 
excludability and miscibility, respectively. The need for absorptive capacity (Cohen and 
Levinthal 1990) is represented by  human capital entering the function (h).  
The need to allocate capital and labour to the maintenance of network connections 
reduces that available for producing final goods to (1 – Q) of the total: 
(8) ( ) ( )( )( )
αα −−−−−= 111 ER LLLQAhKQY  
This means that, as with any investment, enterprises have to balance current output against 
future output. Further extensions could be included to account for separate efforts being 
required to maintain local and non-local connections, as well as asymmetry in the costs of 
achieving this for each. The role of maintaining connections may also be taken by 
entrepreneurs, reducing the entrepreneurial labour input into direct knowledge creation. 
 
 
9. Discussion and Conclusion 
This final section of the paper discusses the implications of the propositions and model 
presented above from the perspective of theoretical development, as well as the implications 
for entrepreneurs and their firms and recommendations for policy progression. Each of these 
is summarised in Table 1, as well as being outlined in more detail below. 
 
Table 1 About Here 
 
Theoretical Implications 
Overall, the paper argues that the innovation performance of entrepreneurial firms, and 
subsequently the innovation and growth performance of the regions in which they are located, 
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is significantly related to network capital investment in dynamically configured inter-
organizational interactions and relationships. The extant evidence suggests that three 
interrelated dynamics are of particular relevance: (1) the nature of the firms established by 
entrepreneurs; (2) the nature of the knowledge accessed by firms; and (3) the spatial nature of 
the networks existing between those accessing and sourcing knowledge. 
It is further argued that there are multiple mechanisms underlying the formation and 
development of inter-organizational networks by entrepreneurial firms, and it is through a 
range of complementary networks that firms are able to appropriately access and apply 
knowledge, and subsequently develop innovative goods and services. Furthermore, 
entrepreneurs identify and mobilize the uniqueness of their knowledge base according to 
three underlying characteristics: the superiority, excludability and miscibility of knowledge 
i.e. the capability to mix and combine different types of knowledge from different sources 
with their own knowledge stocks.  
In terms of improving our understanding of the unevenness of rates of innovation and 
economic growth across regions, it is proposed that regional innovation rates are a function of 
the interaction between the rate of entrepreneurship and the rate of network capital 
accumulation by entrepreneurs and their firms, as manifested by the capability to access 
external knowledge. This suggests that the interaction between rates of entrepreneurship and 
network capital should be more explicitly integrated into endogenous models of regional 
growth, as outlined in the previous section.  
It is further proposed that regional innovation rates are partly a function of the spatial 
configuration of the knowledge networks established by entrepreneurial firms, with the 
innovation capability of entrepreneurial firms being partly a function of their capacity to 
access superior, excludable and miscible forms of knowledge regardless of the geographic 
location of knowledge sources. One implication of this is that endogenous models of regional 
growth should seek to incorporate variables to account for inter-regional flows of knowledge. 
For example, there is the potential for models to not only analyse knowledge spillovers from 
the perspective of the geographic space and distance over which such knowledge flows but 
also the ‘network space' encompassing these flows. In this case, network space can be 
conceptualised as principally consisting of the structure of the relationships, interactions and 
ties underlying network capital, with emerging evidence suggesting that geographic space 
and network space are intertwined factors underlying the evolution of knowledge networks 
(Huggins et al. 2012). 
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From the perspective of entrepreneurs and their firms it is proposed that the capability 
of entrepreneurial firms to improve the permeability of the knowledge filter is a function of 
the investments they make in accumulating network capital. As indicated above, and in line 
with the arguments of those such as Hayter (2013), this suggests that the knowledge spillover 
theory of entrepreneurship should be extended to further account for the networks 
entrepreneurs and their firms are required to establish to access external knowledge. In 
general, whilst the knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship concentrates on explaining 
and understanding the existence and importance of entrepreneurs to innovation and growth 
(Audretsch and Keilbach 2008; Audretsch and Lehmann 2005), the theoretical observations 
proposed in this paper are focused more on explaining and understanding how networks 
promote and mediate the relationship between innovation at firm and regional level. In 
essence, both theories are principally centred on determining how flows of knowledge, rather 
than the traditional focus on stocks (Romer 1986; 1990), impact on innovation and economic 
performance at a range of levels, and therefore they are closely aligned in their core 
objectives. 
The innovation capability of entrepreneurial firms is proposed to be partly a function 
of their capacity to accumulate network capital. This suggests two implications in terms of 
networks theories that seek to explain firm level differences in rates of innovation (Freel 
2000b; Freel and Harrison 2006; Rogers 2004; Ozman 2009; Pittaway et al. 2004; Tomlinson 
2010). First, they may benefit from conceptualising inter-firm and inter-organisational 
networks as a form of capital asset that allows access to external knowledge resources. This 
echoes the work of Lavie (2006) who has called for the conceptualisation of an extended 
resource-based view of the firm to include the value accrued through external networks, and 
that of Gulati (1999; 2007) who has further proposed that such networks form a firm level 
resource. 
Second, network theories of firm level differences in rates of innovation should seek 
to account further for differences in the quality of the knowledge accessed from external 
sources, especially in terms of the potential economic benefits associated with particular 
knowledge forms – although due to its intangible, non-standardized and inseparable nature 
(Howells 2012) it is acknowledged that this is no easy task. 
Finally, it is proposed that the capability of entrepreneurial firms to access 
economically beneficial knowledge is partly a function of their capacity to strategically 
manage incoming and outgoing flows of knowledge. This suggests that theories of strategic 
entrepreneurial management need to ensure that the role of network management is 
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embedded within future conceptual frameworks. To an extent, this has occurred through the 
emergence of notions of intellectual capital and knowledge management, which have placed 
a central onus on strategies to effectively exploit knowledge, although often focusing on 
knowledge internal to the firm (Daft and Weick 1984; Stewart 1997; Bontis et al. 1999; Marr 
et al. 2004). Also, these concepts have usually been established to explain and understand 
network and knowledge management in large firm environments, with less scholarly research 
focused on these issues in entrepreneurial settings (Huggins and Weir 2007). 
 
Entrepreneurial and Policy Implications 
Alongside the theoretical implications, the analysis suggests a number of practical 
implications for entrepreneurs and their firms. First off, it is clear that those entrepreneurs 
seeking to innovate are likely to benefit from the accumulation of network capital, which will 
facilitate better access to economically beneficial knowledge. However, entrepreneurs should 
be aware of the trade-offs that may exist between accessing knowledge that is relatively easy 
to source and absorb, and knowledge which may be more difficult to identify and integrate, 
but potentially offers far greater economic returns. Given this, and echoing the comments 
above, entrepreneurs should ensure that management systems are in place to effectively 
search, screen and select the most appropriate knowledge to flow in and out of their firms. It 
is likely that in order to access the highest quality knowledge, entrepreneurs should seek to 
invest in a balanced portfolio of networks encompassing both local and more global 
geographic connections. However, this balance, and the success of firms in generating 
innovation, will be partly governed by the regional environment in which entrepreneurial 
firms are located. Similarly, the networks established by entrepreneurs are likely to impact 
upon the innovation capability and economic growth capacity not only of their home region, 
but also the performance of other regions where there are firms and organisations with which 
they network. 
These practical implications for entrepreneurs raise a number of potential 
recommendations for future policy that can be said to operate at the nexus of regional 
innovation and entrepreneurship policymaking. Interestingly, Asheim and Isaksen (2003) 
argue that endogenous regional development is unlikely to occur holistically without public 
intervention to stimulate network formation. Nauwelaers and Wintjes (2003) classify regional 
innovation policies according to two core types: (1) system-oriented (regional) – principally 
network building and brokering, cluster development, innovation system development, 
cooperation and mobility; (2) firm-oriented – principally access to human capital (e.g. 
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business support and advice), financial capital (e.g. risk capital, loans or subsidies), or 
physical capital (e.g. incubators, research and technology centres). 
The latter firm-oriented policies are generally aligned with a range of recognised 
policies focused on promoting entrepreneurship in its broader context; that is, not simply in 
terms of business start-ups or small-business growth (Bridge et al. 2003; Audretsch et al. 
2007; Huggins and Williams 2009; 2011). From the perspective of promoting the 
accumulation of effective network capital across entrepreneurial firms, both types are likely 
to be required to operate in tandem, with a need for coordination across policies (Nauwelaers 
and Wintjes 2003). 
It is clear that regional rates of innovation are likely to be relatively high in those 
regions where entrepreneurial firms are able to establish networks facilitating access to a pool 
of high quality knowledge. In regions with lagging rates of innovation, entrepreneurial firms 
are likely to face barriers in accessing such knowledge, especially through networks within 
their own region. This implies the need for policy intervention to be made available to 
entrepreneurial firms in regions with low rates innovation. 
More generally, across regions of all types there is a need to ensure the necessary 
support to help firms develop their capability to establish effective networks. For example, if 
entrepreneurs within a region are unable to assimilate knowledge from their internal base 
with that accessible from other organizations, there is a potential role for intervention in the 
form of innovation policies that act as an ‘emulsifier’ allowing different types of knowledge 
to be more effectively combined. 
Similarly, policy should support firms to ensure they are capable of accessing the 
most appropriate and suitable knowledge for their innovation needs. In particular, 
policymakers need to become increasingly aware of the need for entrepreneurial firms to 
establish a portfolio of both sustained and more dynamic ephemeral knowledge sources. 
Without this balance, entrepreneurial firms run the risk of becoming locked-in to using 
outdated knowledge that undermines their innovative capabilities (Freel 2000b; Pittaway et 
al. 2004). 
Alongside this, there is a clear and on-going requirement for regional policy to ensure 
sufficient absorptive capacity and human capital within the regional base of entrepreneurial 
firms (Cohen and Levinthal 1990; Giuliani 2005; Zahra and George 2002). Therefore, 
regional innovation policies must be closely meshed with regional skills strategies to continue 
efforts to up-skill the workforces and human capital of entrepreneurial firms – particularly 
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with regard to management development – ensuring they are able to identify, absorb and 
transform into innovation the wealth of knowledge potentially available to them. 
Furthermore, although entrepreneurial firms are unlikely to be able to bear the cost of 
full-time knowledge gatekeepers (Tushman and Katz 1980; Rychen and Zimmermann 2008; 
Belussi et al. 2010), more can be done to educate firms in the key principles of network 
management, as a feature of more general knowledge management practices. There are 
growing applied and professional disciplines related to the management of networks and 
knowledge flows, which should be supported through public policy (Huggins and Weir 
2007). 
Entrepreneurial firms should be further encouraged to source the most relevant 
knowledge wherever it is located. For some years, regional innovation policy has focused on 
the cluster model of development (Porter 1990; Martin and Sunley 2003), which has led to 
there being little concern from policymakers with supporting more global connections. Policy 
initiatives, therefore, should widen their regional focus and embrace more spatially open and 
connected network systems. Efforts to internationalise the trading activities of entrepreneurial 
firms (McDougall and Oviatt 2000; Oviatt and McDougall 2005) should be complemented by 
a greater effort to internationalise their knowledge and innovation networks. Support should 
also be made available for engagement with global communities of practice. Communities of 
practice are becoming ever more international in their dimensions, and to remain innovative 
entrepreneurial firms must become better integrated into their respective global villages 
(Bathelt et al. 2004). 
Finally, regional policy can play a role in empowering entrepreneurial firms. 
Entrepreneurial firms are often fearful of engaging in knowledge exchange partnerships with 
larger firms, particularly multinationals, due to worries concerning the exploitation of their 
knowledge base without receiving appropriate levels of financial reward (Lechner and 
Dowling 2003; Huggins and Johnston 2010). Traditionally, the assertion of intellectual 
property has been seen as the key means by which entrepreneurial firms are able to protect 
their knowledge. However, due to increasing problems of asserting rights in many sectors 
(e.g. services) and the cost and time implications of patenting and licensing agreements (Hipp 
and Grupp 2005), this is not an option for all entrepreneurial firms, especially as larger firms 
are adopting open innovation strategies. To an extent, the traditional intellectual property 
support available to entrepreneurial firms is likely to become less relevant as open innovation 
and open sourcing become ever more prevalent business practices (Chesbrough 2003; von 
Hippel 2005), and new policy initiatives are required to support these firms in ensuring they 
27 
 
are equitably treated when establishing joint knowledge-based venture and strategic alliances 
with larger firms. 
 
Avenues for Future Research 
In term of future research, this paper has presented a theoretical model for understanding how 
networks, and network capital, mediate the relationship between entrepreneurship and 
regional innovation. Although based on a critique of a wide range of literature, there is a need 
for empirical work to further substantiate this link. Empirical work on the knowledge 
spillover theory of entrepreneurship has specifically focused on innovations stemming from 
university created knowledge, and it would appear pertinent to test the network-based view of 
regional innovation by this same criteria, with future empirical analyses addressing the extent 
to which the density and structure of network capital within and across regions influences 
regional innovation and growth performance, and conversely the extent to which the network 
structure of entrepreneurial firms is influenced by the regional environment in which they are 
located. 
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Table 1: Implications of a Network Theory of Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Regional Growth 
 
  Proposition Theoretical Implications Entrepreneurial Implications Public Policy Implications 
1 Regions with higher rates of 
entrepreneurship and network 
capital accumulation by 
entrepreneurial firms will 
experience higher rates of 
innovation. 
The interaction between rates of 
entrepreneurship and network 
capital should be more explicitly 
integrated into endogenous 
models of regional growth. 
Entrepreneurial success in 
generating innovation is likely to 
be partly governed by the 
regional environment in which 
entrepreneurial firms are located. 
In less innovative and developed 
regions, entrepreneurial firms are 
likely to require support to 
generate the most appropriate and 
effective networks. 
2 Entrepreneurial firms with a 
greater capacity to accumulate 
network capital will achieve 
higher rates innovation. 
Network theories of firm level 
differences in rates of innovation 
should seek to conceptualise 
inter-firm and inter-organisational 
networks as a form of capital 
asset that allows access to 
external knowledge resources. 
Innovation-seeking entrepreneurs 
should incentivise the 
accumulation of network capital 
within their firm 
Ensure the necessary support to 
help firms develop their 
capability to establish effective 
networks is in place. 
3 Entrepreneurial firms with a 
greater capacity to accumulate 
network capital will improve the 
permeability of the knowledge 
filter. 
The Knowledge Spillover Theory 
of Entrepreneurship should be 
extended to account further for 
the networks entrepreneurs and 
their firms are required to 
establish to access external 
knowledge. 
Entrepreneurs incentivising the 
accumulation of network capital 
are likely to have better access to 
economically beneficial and 
commercialisable knowledge. 
Ensure that firms are capable of 
accessing the most appropriate 
and suitable knowledge for their 
innovation needs. 
4 Entrepreneurial firms with a 
greater capacity to access 
superior, excludable and miscible 
forms of knowledge will achieve 
higher rates of innovation. 
Network theories of firm level 
differences in rates of innovation 
should seek to account further for 
differences in the quality of the 
knowledge accessed from 
external sources. 
Entrepreneurs need to be aware of 
the potential trade-offs between 
accessing knowledge that is 
relatively easy to source and 
absorb, and that which may be 
more difficult to identify and 
integrate but potentially offers far 
greater economic returns. 
Ensure that firms have the 
necessary human capital and 
absorptive capacity to access 
knowledge of the highest quality. 
5 Entrepreneurial firms with a Theories of strategic Entrepreneurs need to ensure Provide support to firms with 
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greater capacity to manage 
inbound and outbound flows of 
knowledge will be more effective 
in accessing superior, excludable 
and miscible forms of knowledge. 
entrepreneurial management need 
to ensure that the role of network 
management is embedded within 
future conceptual frameworks. 
management systems are in place 
to effectively search, screen and 
select the most appropriate 
knowledge to flow in and out of 
their firms. 
regard to the effective 
'gatekeeping' of their knowledge. 
6 Entrepreneurial firms with a 
greater capacity to access high 
quality knowledge through 
selected routes and channels 
regardless of the geographic 
location of knowledge sources 
will achieve higher rates of 
innovation. 
Knowledge spillovers theories of 
growth and development should 
integrate notions of 'network 
space' as a means of overcoming 
the limitations imposed by 
conceptualisations based on 
'geographic space'. 
In order to access the highest 
quality knowledge, entrepreneurs 
should seek to invest in a 
balanced portfolio of networks 
encompassing both local and 
more global geographic 
connections. 
The promotion of networks at a 
range of spatial scales covering 
intra- and inter-regional 
connections. 
7 Regional innovation rates are 
partly a function of the spatial 
configuration of the knowledge 
networks established by 
entrepreneurial firms. 
Endogenous models of regional 
growth need to incorporate 
variables to account for inter-
regional flows of knowledge. 
The networks established by 
entrepreneurs are likely to impact 
on the growth and development 
of the regions in which their 
firm(s) is located as well as the 
location of the firms and 
organisations with which they 
network. 
Maintain compatibility between 
the network development of firms 
within a region and policy 
interventions such as those related 
to regional innovation system 
development. 
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Figure 1: The Knowledge Spillover Theory of Entrepreneurship 
 
Source: Elaborated from: Audretsch and Lehmann, 2005; Audretsch and Keilbach, 2008; 
Audretsch et al., 2006; Acs et al., 2013. 
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Figure 2: Example of Intra and Inter-Regional Knowledge Networks for Four Regions 
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Figure 3: Network Capital and the Knowledge Spillover Theory of Entrepreneurship 
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